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ABSTRACT 
Rail and road traffic growth has been running at between 5% and 7% in the 1980's. Road traffic speeds are falling, and 
there is already severe congestion on the M25. As a monopoly supplier, British Rail has failed to expand in line with this 
growth of demand. The amount of rolling stock has declined, overcrowding has increased, off-peak services have been 
cut, and a number of services show persistently late running. These service failures have been caused largely by low 
levels of investment throughout the 1980's and operational cost cutting. In spite of upgrading investment projects, 
British Rail's planning for only 2.2% commuter growth over the next five years suggests that service quality will be 
further threatened. · 

I 

British Rail's finance-led strategy has also resulted in cuts in employment and training, as well as retrenchment in its 
engineering and freight operations. As an employer it pays too little attention to health and safety at work issues, and to 
the development of equal opportunities in its_ recruitment and personnel management policies. 

Equally serious is the failure by both the Department of Transport and British Rail to integrate rail strategy with that for 
road transport. At the moment investment is assessed differently for road and rail, with an underestimation of the 
social costs of road expansion and of the social benefits of rail investment. Rail use is further constrained by financial 
rate of return targets on investment, by internationally unparallelled cuts in public revenue support, and by fiscal incen-
tives favourable to roads (notably those promoting the use of company cars). Nor are either road or rail transport effec-
tively integrated with regional planning and employment policy. As a result, the failure to invest in rail and to fund 
improved services publicly results in higher soc!al costs as congestion and road expansion increase. 

The. need for an integrated regional strategy is made more acute by the· proposed development of Stansted airport and 
the building of the Channel Tunnel. It is imperative that the increased employment and development pressures arising 
from these projects are channelled to those parts of the region with high levels of unemployment, notably the East 
Thames corridor and Inner London. 

policy should be urgently re-oriented to ensure an expansion of both passenger and freight services on British 
Rail, and the current financing restrictions relaxed accordingly. At the same time, local authorities have a key role to 
play in a more user-oriented, expansive, innovative and flexible British Rail, geared to respond to specific needs, and 
integrated with local planning policies. The report proposes a mµch closer link between local authorities and British 
Rail to this end. 

Chair: <;ouncillor Richard Howitt Programme Advisor: Robin Murray Co-ordinator: Sarah Blssett Johnson 
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RIGHT LJNES? 

A Study of British.Rail Services in the South East 

SEEDS ASSOCIATION 

A key infrastructure 
1. British Rail is one of the key infrastructures of the South East regional 
economy: In 1985/6 307 million journeys were made on Southern Region alone, 
that is about 25 journeys a year for each member of the population. Nearly half 
the journeys are made by season ticket holders. Every weekday Network South 
East (of which Southern Region makes up two thirds of the traffic) carries more 
than 400,000 people into central London. The train takes people shopping. It 
takes them out for the evening and to see each other. It takes travellers to 
Gatwick and the Channel ports. Its network has shaped the layout of the Tegion 
as much as having been shaped by it. 

2. At the same time, British Rail is a significant employer in the region. It 
employs 49,000 people within a radius of 80 miles of London, 30,000 of whom are 
stationed within 12 miles of Central London. 41,000 are employed by Network 
South East, with just over 25,000 in the Southern region. are by and large 
male, full-time jobs. Women account for only 10% of the 49,QOO jobs. For 
Southern region in 1986, out of 25,672 jobs, only 43 were part-time. During the· 
1980's British Rail has followed a policy of job cutting, 72,000 for the country 
as a whole since 1979. Some of the most serious in the South East occurred with 
the closure of the BREL works-in Swindon (2,300 jobs lost in and the 
substantial cutbacks at Eastleigh. For the Southern Region itself, 4,000 jobs 
were lost between 1980 a reduction of 13%. British Rail's direct 
employment statistics understate its significance for employment, which includes, 
not merely the commuters it carries, but also the more general access it gives 
within the region to both people and goods. 

Market restructuring 
3. For some years, British Rail had been declining not just in employment but 
in services provided. Commuting by rail into central London declined from 
456,000 in 1966 to 421,000 in 1979 and to 384,000 in 1983 (a decline of 16%). On 
Southern Region itself, the number of journeys for all purposes fell· by 21% in 
the three years between 1979 and 1982. Stations were closed. Freight was being 
squeezed, as was engineering. This has continued as the pattern the UK as 
a whole; one in every ten stations have been closed since 1979. But in the South 
East the passenger trend has been Central London commuting was back 
up to 420,000 in 1986, a rise of 9% over 1983. Total passenger journeys on the 
Southern Region were up by 18% on 1982 (a year of industrial disputes), and by 
8% on 1983. While some stations have been closed off-peak and on Sundays, a 
number of new stations have opened, four on the North London line and several in 
the outer metropolitan area. 

4. This reversal has taken place in spite of a general government policy of 
retrenchment and financial cuts (government revenue support to the South East •. 

system fell by 39% between 1983 and 1986), in spite of a sharp fall in investment 
(annual investment on Network South East fell by 36% between 1980 and 1985/6), 
and in spite of cuts in off-peak services, in the proportion of trains arriving 
on time, in the number of carriages (down 11% between 1980 and 1986/7) and in the 
possibility of getting a seat. Though some aspects of travelling have improved 
(some new rolling stock, electrification, refurbished stations), the major cause 
of this has been economic growth within the ·region. Growth has led to an 
increase in the better paid service sector jobs (employment in the City has risen 
by 20% in the last 5 years), it has increased disposable income for travel, and 
it has been associated with a property boom which has encouraged London-based 
employees to move out and extend their commuting. 
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.. ,.:bf ihe 23 million extra journeys being made on Southern Region in 1985/6 
over_l983 were being made by season ticket ·holders. 

5. Presented with this surge in demand, and with increased congestion being 
by ils rond-hnsnd Arilish Rail has responded as if it worn a 

IH.'ivoLn rr!cjulul.ud 111or1opoly. Huvi.ng a rncinopo.lisf'B interest in restricting dertiahd, 
have been planning a 2.2% commuter growth over the five.years, whil§ 

the London Undergrond is considering whether its plans should be geared to 25% or 
30% growth over the next ten years.· As·a monopoly supplier, British Rail has been 

to inciease its fare revenue (up by 14% in constant prices between 1982 
.1985/6) at the time··as cutting its operating expenses (down by over the 

period) and its investment (down 8%). The savings in operating 
have been brought about by cuts in maintenar:ice , cuts in off-peak services, stat.ion. 

·closures, reduction in train length, intro.dl.iction of one· person operated· trains, 
and job shedding .more generall,. Where investment has taken place it has been 
required· to earn a targetted rate of. return; thus new :rolling stock has been .bought· 
because it allows increased passenger capacity,' energy savings, and low maintenanceo 
Major station refurbishments have produced.increased trading income from letting 

·off space to shops and private services. Overall, it has been a market-led · 
of rationalisation and restructuring. It has bee.n applied equally and 

separately· to passenger transport; to freight, to engineering and to British 
holdings. · 

'.( 

6. Viewed 'in financial terms, strategy has more than met its targets. 
Network South· East has cut its operating losses from £309 million in 1982 to 
£223 million iri 1985/6, while of passengets has increased. But in 
br·aader regional ter.ms we r.egard this strategy as dangerously limited; and the 
regulatory guidelines within which British Rail operates as seriously indadequate. 

The coming crisis in transport 

7. First ahd foremost, British Rail is being run without due regard to the 
transport crisis which is developing in the region. it is· difficult to understate 
the seri6usness bf the situation. Peak traffic on NSE rose by 9% .. between 1984 
and 1986, and by a 6% in 1987. This is to continue, the· City 
Commuter .. Services group estimating a rise of 16% in city jobs between 1987 Bnd 
1992, in spite of the relocation of 9% of the current London. 
Major road traffic in the South East has been increasing by 7% a year, well above 
the 4% national average. The result has been congestion 
traffic speeds, not only in London but on motorways.· Mosl serious is the M25, 
where-three-lane sections designed to carry 85,000 vehicles per 24-hour day are 

up to 131·,ooo, and four-lane sections for 
145, ODO. · _·on one day . in 1987 a. four-lane section of· the M25 recor.ded 169, ODO vehicles 
in a single day. 

8. Part. of this traffic is cars. But a proportion is made up of}. 
freight vehicles. The South East handles 30%. of national heavy goods 
vehicle (HGV} traffic. Of the roads with the top 50 HGV the UK,. 21 are 
in the South East, average flows of HGV's are higher in the Rest of the 

East than nationally. In 1985 and·l986,· HGV traffic in the South East was 
growing at 7% per annum, ·at which rate it would be up by _a in 1990. , . 

9· .. · · Such pressure on roads cannot be contained. Either it implodes upon itself, in 
the form of.congestion, ·as it has done in car-based"cities throughout the world. 
This has its own costs, .both in human and environmental terms, and financially. Or 
i£ in the form of demand for new highwayi: among the current proposals 
are new urban motorways in London, and another circular motorway around London, 
either on top of or outside the existing M25. 
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10. Once congestion takes hold, the pressure for new traffic space sooner cir later 
becomes irresistible. The costs of alone are enough to underwrite any 
expansion, for they.automatically become benefits in any cost-benefit study of a 
new investment which eases the flow. With costs of congestion on Greater London 
roads estimated ·at £1.45 billion by the British Road Federation for. 1987/B, any 
new road scheme that frees up the flow· of London traffic starts with some proport-
ion cif £1.45 billion as its poteotial benefit. The market economics of time ate 
the fuel for the juggernaut of road building. 

11. Yet one of the lessons of transport economics in Western countries is the 
danger of allowing the road juggernaut to run unchecked. The danger is that it 
will destroy cities and the country it is seeking to connect. The scars made by 
the urban motorways built by Robert Moses in New York are still unhealed. Plannets 
now ask whether Los Angeles can still be called ·a city because of the devastation 
of the car. It is not merely the space taken by the motorways, but the pollution 
of the air, the noise, and the accidents. These have driven those who can afford 
it out of the city to new suburbs, also connected by motorways to the remaining 
offices and downtown areas of the city. This is a process ·most acutely evident in 
the US and the cities of the periphery, but it is one which is recognisable in our 
own cities and the patterns of in the South East. 

12. At each step the have justified expansion because the wider costs 
are less tangible than the benefits of saving timS. But if they are less tangible, 
they are no less real, and it is their present reality which has led to a revolt 
amongst urban planners to the domination of the car. have demanded that 
instead of planning ·following the market, the market should follow the plan. The 
strategy has to set the structure within which the market can work; relying on the 
market should not be the strategy. 

Strategic choices 

13. It is the strategic choices which have got lost in British transport 
planning in the 1980's, and which are so urgent for the future of the South East. 
The growth in traffic demand can be accomodated extensively, by the expansion of . 
roads and the private car, or it can be handled intensively, by managing existing 
traffic space and the demand for transport itself. The government's current 
policy, its accounting procedures and its investment and controls favour 
the former. Mesmerised by the market, the government have failed to look at the 

impact of 'extensive' transport development, not just on our cities, 
·but on small towns and the countryside as well. .lt is the view of this report 
that the direction of transport policy needs to be shifted to intensive developmeni, 
both in road and rail. 

14. We say road and rail because neither can be taken separately. One of the 
gravest weaknesses of the national policy is that,with a few exceptions, 
this connection is not made. The Monopolies and Mergers Commission Report on 
Network. South East discusses British Rail as if roads were a foreign country, to 
be competed against rather than planned with. Their argument, and that of the 
government, ·would be that the connection is made by the market. Our reply is that 
the market is inadequate given the many social costs of road transport which are 
not reflected by the market (so-called external diseconomies) and the social 
benefits (external economies) that would result from the closer integration of 
road and rail. 
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15. Viewed in terms of an clearly 
offers cqnsiderable scope for.expansion. The railways as such operate at 
far below their full rail capacity, except at certain bottlenecks and a·t 
peak periods. The introduction of electronic signalling and the 
new· investment to meei locational promise to expand 

We should remember, too,·that:the ·flow of passengers into Central 
Lohden during the ·morning peaks (the main bottleneck) was in 1986 
8% lower than twenty years earlier in 1966. 

Removing the straightjacket 

16. What is needed is an investment and operating programme which aim·s to 
shift traffic from road to rail. This will involve the following: 

a) ·the incentives to travel by road, notably by 
relief .on company cars. (The 1988.Budget .tax changes insufficient.) 

. . 
b) standardising the means.of·assessme.nt bf road.and r'ail ·schemes. 
(Currently, road schemes.are assessed on the pasis of estimated social 
costs and benefits,. rail schemes are to actual 
financial .returns.) 

c) taking full account of social costs ahd in each case. (The 
Monopolies and Metgers Commission report on Network South Ea·st commented· 

. that. BRB's "treatment of benefits is less·rigorous than the treatment 
of costs;." and that "schemes had not been justified by social benefits 
for some years,'' whereas on r6ad schemes and social costs 
tend to be underestimated.) 

d) adjusting the pricing system on both road and rail travel in order 
to encourage substitution to rail. (The Dutch government have recently 
raised road·taxes, are proposing lo introduce electronic road pricing, 
and at the same time have increased public transport grant support 
by 50?6.) 

e) switching the incremental balance of government fi'nance. from re.ad 
investment and maintenance .to funding rail accciunting deficits. 

f) removing controls from British·Rail, which 
have played such an important part in the chroni6 underinvestment recorded 
by the Monopolies and Mergers Commission report. · 

17. The above are measures geared to the pricing, financial and accounting 
systems. The positive impact of such measures can qe gauged from·the substantial 
substitution to public transport and the reduction in road congestion that 
took place as a result of the GLC's Fares Fare policy the early 1980's, 
as well as from urban transport policy abroad. Moving beyond these financial 
levers to the network itself, there are .two major li'mitations to the South 
East rail system as it is presently constructed. First, it is a radial. network, 
centred on London. It has failed to keep .pace with the increase in orbital 

in spite of the success of cross country routes and services. 
·.Secondly, it is a network predominantly geared to passengers, when it is 

the pressure of HGV's which has been an important element in congestion. 

New lines for freight 

18. Whereas 72% of commuting to London takes place .by rail and a further 
11% by bus, 90% of all freight moves by road. ot freight that is tarred 
by British Rail, 75% consists of coal. For Southern· Region, only 4% cif 
revenue is earned from freight, and a further 2% from The major 
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reason for the disparity is that whereas people can reach a railway station 
on foot or by some other form of transport from which they change on foot, 
goods by and large are picked up and delivered by road, and there are substantial 
costs in changing transport modes between road and rail. Studies of this 
problem in London identified the need for specialised interchange centres, 
the of complementary technology for road/rail freight, and the 
coordination of system planning between road .and rail. Far from following 

.this policy of coordination, current Government policy has been to increase 
· fragmentation: by privatising the National Freight Corporation, curbing 

investment and financial support of British Rail's freight, encouraging 
the sale of British Rail's property (much of which proyides the potential 
for an expanded road/rail freight system), and maintaining the legal restriction 
on British Rail running a door-to-door service of its own. The developments 
of road/rail integration of freight in connection with the Channel Tunnel 
indicate what is required, both in terms of investment and planning. A recent 
study by Steer, Davies and Gleave estimate that there .is scope for new through-
rail freight using the Channel Tunnel of between 3.1 and 5.B million tons 
by 1993, implying a reduction of BBB to 1644 heavy goods vehicles a day 
when the tunnel opens, or a 6% to 11% reduction of the current number of 
heavy lorries on the M 25 near Dartford. If such integration were pursued 
more generally, the potential diversion from road, according to one estimate, 
might be 20-24% of the current HGV movements on the M 25. We propose that 
SEEDS and other concerned parties undertake a detailed study of the freight 
sector in the South East with this in mind. 

Traffic management· and integrated planning 

19. There are other ways in which the intensive development of transport 
can be achieved, particularly for passengers: 

- further improvements in integrating different parts of the public 
transport system, notably rail and bus, and car and bus. (Oxford have 
done much in this field, notably in their.park and ride scheme.) At 
the sub-regional level we favour the introduction of Passenger Transport 
Authorities which· have been so successful in metropolitan areas. 

- developing retailing centres near railway stations, and making provision 
for the carrying of containerised shopping on trains, as has been done 
on at least one of the cross-channel services. (There are major retailing 
developments in Thurrock, Cambridge and Brighton where such links are 
relevant.) 

- encouraging the intensive use of existing roads1 through the designation 
of bus and cycle lanes, and the provision of cheap, regular bus services. 

- linking.rail.planning with local and regional plans. The Department 
of Transport the Department of the Environment remain seriously 
ill-coordinated, so that there are many w.ays in which British Rail 
does not take account of the current Regional Strategic Guidance. This 
is a point made by SERPLAN, and we firmly support it. They point out, 
for instance, the fact that the major growth area in South Hampshire 
still has not been properly serviced by British Rail, that railway 
investment has been particularly needed in the East Thames corridor 
(a point born out in the case study of Basildon),·that· some large and 
medium-sized towns still lack a station, and that services in Inner 
London and across London from West to East are low. priority. 
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What should be remembered is that effective integtation of planning, 
transport and employment. allows the need to be 
reduced· by !in.king homes and jobs (as iri the .original New Towns) a,nd 
thus eases the pressure. At the moment, 
o( planning; the privatisation of .and .the property boom have 
all worked in the direction, ·longer jourFleys to work 
less towns and. communities. The-need .for integrated 
planni!lg is particularly with developmer;it. of. the channel 
Tunnel and- the expansion of Stansted. eotb 'will generate.employment 
and development and it is.vital. that both channelled 
to those parts of the region which still have .high unemployment . 

. ·' 
·20. Our qverriding conciern is that these strategic .. been 
· lost through the emphasis on market accounting and financial c.urhs. As traffic 

growth builds up during the 1990's, the and the 
for more roads will_ increase. Ignoring the experience from abroad, · 

· negativ·e (in terms of the· destructive costs of roads) and· positive (in ·terms· 
of the social return from subiidised public transport), the Government and 
British Rail are·set a course that will only pressure for 
road building. ·This will be the cost of an approach which puts the 
cart the planning horse. · · 

The quality of service 

21. There is another cost bf British Rail's current approach. The reduction 
·of its is taking place at the expense of both.iti users.and.its .. 

workforce wf.io a·re. bound the rail service each in the.ir different· 
As far as the are we have the.iesulfs of 
the review by the Monopoly and Mergers Commission pubiished in Se,pt,ember 

,. 

1987 .. It is clear . from report that there have been some areas of improvement: 
in the of tra{n .cancellations, for example, improvement in cleaning 
and station appearance, and in passenger infotmation. · 
to be sbme improvements. in managerial effectiveness and servi.ces fotlowing 
electrification. But the overall picture .ls still .one. of gravely def.icient 
ser.v ice' which in some. respects is actually get tin_g. wo.rse. . . . 

· 22. Performance is assessed ag·ainst targetted .·quality standards. These standards 
include the 90%.of ·trains within 5 

time,. that the number of passengers shou1d exceed 135% of 
capacity sliding door .trains and 110% on .slam and.that no ·· 
one should have to stand for more than 20 minutes. 

These targets are ·themselves problematic, particul_ar ly. if' connectio11s 
deperids on reliability. But that aside, the report then rial.es that '!N$E -. . 

. in meeting its a ·situation 
which hag not changed since (p. 161), and·that Some seiyicies sho0.: · 

. persistent late _running. NSE. were also reported to. have .difficuity .'in meetibg 
the I nO :more than 20. minutes Standing I Standard·;· as '.QVerCrOWdlng focreased 
throughou,t 1986.. · 

23.. Ther_e are other· aspe·cts . of decline not captured· by these standards: 
the cut in off-peak servicep ,- their slower scheduling; greater gaps during 

shorter and·more crowded off-peak trains. British Rail rolling 
stock, because of its 3% investment policy, is up to old .. The Transport 
Users Consultative for Eastern noted that Biitish Rail's 
performance- had been and that NSE's cutbacks had affected 

·ali aspects of serv'ice quality. The TUCC for Southern England complained 
abciut fares, the loading targets, ·and the staffing cutbacks in smaller stations. 
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The Consultative Committee for the London region argued for a 100% loading 
target, cited problems of punctuality, and referred to the chronic underinvestment 
in the network. The City Commuter Services Group, ·representing city employers, 
commented on the debilitating effect on their businesses of inadequate commuter 
RArvices, war.nAd of "Fl sorirnis crisj:.; loomjnq in a few yeRrs if more 
1:xprn1:;i1J11 1111d i111prov1?mr:nl. in r1ol irinl.iqnl.nd in U1e ricnr fut.urn." CompJoinb·; 
received by Brlllsh Rail increased by 64% since 1979, though NSL no longer keeps 
complaints statistics. The overall conclusion that emerges from the statistics, 
the arguments, and the daily experience, is of a service where convenience 
and service are continually sacrificed to the search for economies. This 
is the dark side of the growth of the 1980's. 

24. The targets we have been discussing are based on averages, and as the 
MMC report points out, such averages hide substantial variations in the 

of The variati6ns it notes are between geographical areas. 
We believe the criticism should.be taken further, and that NSE, in its published 
quality of service data, should include.targets relating to the needs of 
a number of different groups: 
a) people with disabilities. Many railway services are inaccessible to 
people with disabilities. NSE should develop a programme to include: purpose 
built toilets, dropped kerbs on station approaches, wheelchair accessible 
lifts to the platforms, textured platform surfacing, braille rowte maps, 
induction loops at ticket offices, and so on. It is significant that BR 

· have failed to follow up proposals for a joint scheme to help travellers 
with disabilities discussed with Stevenage Council in 1983/4. 

b) women .. More than 50% of the women in the South East have no access 
to cars during the day. A high pr.oportion of off-peak travel (including 
off-peak journeys to work) are made by women. Yet it is off-peak services 
.which have been most seriously affected by NSE's policy of rationalisation. 
NSE should target services geared to the needs of women, which would include: 
a programme to improve the safety of women using the railway; improvements 
ln off-peak services; expansion of integrated ticketing, since women tend 
to take more short journeys with more changes; and improved design of carriages 
to minimise the chances of attacks on women. 

c) school ·children and students. Rail policy 9hould be linked to education 
policy, so that railways can be used for school .and college journeys. 

These are three groups among many. What is required is not only targets 
for the above but rather a more active research into particular needs -
which, when it has been carried out, has shown significant potential for 
user growth. 

The quality of work 
25. In spite of the of the current quality of service data, 
the needs of users are more explicitly addressed than those of people working 
on the railways. With respect to the key measurements concern productivity. 
What is not taken into account is health and safety at work, the impact 
of working hours on domestic life, and .the broad issue of equalities within 
the workforce'. In the case of both health and safety and working hours, 

are balances to be struck which take place largely through the machinery 
of 'collective bargaining·. What concerns us is that assessments of the industry 
take no account of the costs to health and safety of measures like one-person 
operation, when studies both of bus and· underground train drivers clearly 
show symptoms of increased stress and illness as the result of the move to 

driver-only buses and trains. We regard this as being just as important 
as the quality of service; there should be independent surveys of driver's 
health on a regular basis. 
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Issues of stress at work should not-be reduced to a bargain. over wage levels. 
within the framework of a public industry. Similar apply to shift 
working and f1e·xible rostering. 

26. As ·fnr as equalities are concerned, British Rail has a particularly 
record, as shown in the Equal Opportunities Repprt on the. . 
. In 1983 only of the. 5,229 Brftish Rail recruj.ts were and they were 

. ' concentrated fr1 lhe clerical· and typing grades' canteen. and. domestic staff· a1id . 
. hciLcJ staff. 

In many 37% of recruitment) women did not.·get one 
·post. Those in :post _reported facing harassmen,t, and illega:J. _discd...-
mination, and is nothing to indicate that the p6sition has improved 
since then. As a resu+t of the EOC report two women were appointed tp pursue . 

. the proposals on a small budget, but this was· clearly insufficien_t to change .. 
significantlf the practices and culture of an organisation of 170,000 people;_ 

. Again this is. an area where a subst.antial programme of reform. i.s .needed,_ 1, 

with published targets and monitoring against target. Such a 
cover the and career not just _of women, but also · · 
of other groups subject to discrimin.ation, notably black people an,d people . 
with disabilities. 

British Rail and the local labour market 

27. British .Rail has traditionally been an importa.nt in the reg.ion .. 
both in.terms of the quantity. of jobs and the level of training ptovided. 
Rather than being widely dispersed,· this employment has· been 
iri a number of towns and cities, including a of those in this st0dy. 
In spite of the cutbacks ih BREL, British still employs 2,500 in the·. 
Southampton area, 1,000 in Swindon, 900 in Brighton, and more .. than 200 in 

around Iri each case, British irivestmeht in training· 
can have a significarit spillover into the labowr market. 

28. The Monopoiies Mergers Cofumission Report British 
·Rai+'s training provision.· We are less sanguine. Training has been one of ' 

fp·be cut part of the cost cutting particiularly . 
the induction and further training faciiitiei. The extendad ·use of YTS recruits 
ahd a 'new emphasis on-customer care training are not substitutes. 
The run of BRtL a serious effect on the recruitment 
and training of with a notable cutback· of 

.at Maintaining the and of trainirig and ensuring 
that it is geared to the expansion of equal opportunities in recruitment 
and promotion should be a publicly monitored target for _British RaH as 
a whole and NSE iQ · 

. 29 .. In . of over ail of employment, some of the· j'ob losses have · · 
been associated with·reductions in service. Consultative Committees have 

at the lack bf staffing in some smaller siations, for example, 
similar jobs ciould be re-established by a policy which 

tci the former standards of service. Others. have been part of 
of British Rail Reversing any such trend will require 

a strategy to expand the non-passenge'r parts of Br i tfah Rail's 
Freight has been touched on. Similar apply to BREL. 
The new build sectjon of ARtL is confined to for railway contracts 
only, while· its section (BRML) cannot for sector 
work. This has put them both at a competitive disadvantage with , 

.to private firms who are able to maintain capacity .by serving 
unrestricted .markets ... It has also encouraged a policj.of with 
cuts in the workforce leading to lo'ss of capacity fo. meet .the. ·next 
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With the commissioning of new stock for the Channel Tunnel route, and the 
of stock by British Rail in the country a whole, we believe 

there is a clear and positive future for BREL in the new build field (of 
particulnr importance for Eastleigh) as in maintenance . The potential. is 
8i.milar to that shown for the London Transport maintenance works at Acton, 
Chiswick and Aldenham, which faced similar restrictions and a policy of 
managed decline. In both cases, however, the health of the industry was 
and is closely linked to investment and maintenance policy in the public 
transport network, and it is investment and maintenance which have suffered 
in the retrenchment strategies. The cost has been not just to jobs but also 
to exports, for in the past major rail investment programmes have been quickly 
followed by large export orders. 

Privatisation 

30. The main burden of our report has been that the application of market 
accounting and financial controls has led (a) to a failure to address the 
wiaer strategic problems of transport planning, and (b) to a decline 
the quality of service to many groups of users, as well as in the quality 
and quantity of employment. Both these results are likely to be intensified, 
if, as appears probable, the Government proceed with plans to privatise 
British Rail. The way has been prepared for this by what British· Rail calls 
sectorisation, the breaking of rail business into distinct sectors, each 
with its own accounts and targets. A of them now receive 
no subsidy, notably freight, parcels, the inter-city services, the British 
Railways Property Board, and Travellers Fare. Individual parts of the passenger 
network, if separated, would. also be likely to run at a profit, such as 
the Londo.n...,.Gatwick rail link. Apart from the sale of British Transport hotels, 
the first step in passenger network privatisation has been on new lines, 
with the proposed Paddington-Heathrow link. Those with whom we talked in 
the industry expect privatisation of the non-loss making sectors to be undertaken 
first, with selective passenger service privatisation to follow. 

31. We regard any such moves as most ill-advised from the viewpoint of transport 
requirements in the South East. As the SEEDS study of Bus Privatisation 
has shown, the transfer of a transport service to private hands tends to 

the service towards trunk routes at the expense of off-peak less 
heavily used services. The subsidised franchising of loss-making bus routes 
has not failed to halt the decline of such services. Standards of maintenance, 
levels of investment, and the terms and conditions of employment have all 
deteriorated, as has the capacity for planned service to-ordination. The 
experience of British Rail (and Network South East in particular) under 
a regime of cost minimisation suggests that a privatised rail network would 
be likely to follow the.same pattern. Joint strategic planning would be 
more difficult, as would quality of service and quality of employment enforce-
ment. The message of our study is that these are hard enough to enforce 
on a publicly controlled industry, let alone one which is fragmented into 
a number of different private hands. As the City employers put it in their 
commuter services report, ''wholesale privatisation of sectors of the public 
transport system works to the detriment of e$sential co-ordination, and 
therefore the brunt of costs has to be met, at least initially, from the 
public purse." 

32. The key offsetting gain of privatisation, it is argued, would be in 
managerial performance and service innovation. We regard this as a serious 
issue, for British Rail has shown itself to lack the innovative and user-
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. . 
oriented culture which is required of a modern· public service.industry. 
The Monopoliei and Mergers Commission· reported somi irivolvements in management 
and organisation .structure the l980's, but in. our view it is still 
far from sufficient, particularly· with· respect to expansion and 

·lhe identification of demand. The answer, however, is not privatisation to a: private operator, but a furth.er restructuring of. British Rai.l 
organisation, the strenthening of user control and.public and 
th\:l separate identification an,d financti.Flg'.· of innevati ve services. Models ,. 
drawn 'from what has been:called 'the new public are 
here, emphasising greater decentralisation, internal competition, user 
disciplines and the financing of ·external gro'ups. The social auditing function 
undertaken by' the Monopolies and Mergers Commission sh9uld be made more ... 

. frequent and extensive. 

In the face of the need for integrated planing. of South East 
system, and. the s.ubstantial expansion and restructuring of rail services 
that will be needed to offset the pressure for extensive road expansion, 
privatisation will serve only to hinder the process. 

The role of local authorities 
34.· . In a process of sfrate_gic integration of· transport and an improved system 

·service quality control, local authorities a central role to ·play. 
fhey are in a position to link rail planning· to 
taxi, and.road traffic management withih their lcical tci link 
with planning and employment; and to assess more ·sensitively the impact 
of rail and road systems on the local environment .(including They 
ar& also in a better position to gear the rail and many· of 
services to particular local needs. We mentioned· needs and 
those of g'roups with needs that get lost among averages. ' But there are 
others. 

Equally, local authorities are well placed to monitor local rail per.for.manc8'. 
·In ·short, they flexibility and local knowledge.which dentral planners 
and public or private, inevitably lack .. 

. ·35. At the moment is too little contact district· and borough 
councils and a number of· -
Sout.hampton, Ox ford, Brighton, Stevenage ·- show .what can be done. · Transport ·. 
integration had been weakened at the local level ·by.bus privatisation. 
The system of consultative committees is too by 

time to fill the now vital stronger role representing user interest&. · 
The ·weakening system of planning limits the extent to which·transport can.· 
be linked into wider.local and regional aims. 

36. All parties suffer from these arrangements, least.British Rail 
ttself. Just as modern.industrialists have tome to strong consumer ··' 
feedback as important means for control and SerVice·iestructuriog 
(this is notably the case with Japanese companies),. so .British Rail has. . 
an ihterest in a mbre active and of.local representation 
and planning .. Closer relations with and county authotities shciald 
be one area taken·up by Network ahd we suggest 

one or more of the SEEDS authoritiesi in tonjun6tion ·with their countj; 
.be funded by NSE to work together with it on a project . 

. 37. from this, thete are ·still a number of initiatives that district 
and borough councils can take with respect to"British Rail, even given its 
current orientation. 
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They can: 

- monitor British Rail services locally, either directly or through support 
for voluntary groups. (The commuter club in Cambridge is connected with the 
local paper which carries a weekly report on train punctuality.) 

- make representations on timetable proposals. 

- initiate a Public Transport with representatives of local user, 
community and trade union groups. (Harlow Council has established good 
relations with its commuter.club, and such a model could be extended.) 

- undertake research into identifying transport need. (Southampton City 
Council have recently commissioned consultants to assess the feasibility of 
a Light Rapid Transit scheme in the Solent area.) 

- undertake research in identifying the costs of non-integration of transport 
services. (The GLC and Amsterdam have both undertaken pioneering studies 
of this kind.) 

- research and contribute to the financing of new services and facilities, 
including rail routes, off-peak Services, improved lighting, and provisions 
for groups with particular needs. (See Oxford and Stevenage with respect to 
passenger services, and Thurrock with respect to freight.) 

- partial funding of concessionary fares for pensioners and other specific 
groups. (Crawley and Basildon have effective schemes in operation.) 

- joint furnishing of capital works including new stations, station refurbish-
ment and freight projects, with a share in the income, where appropriate. 
(Cambridge, Harlow and Southampton have all provided such joint finance.) 

- ensure that rail transport is incorporated into local development plans, 
through proposals for new stations, the protection of land required for new 
or expanded stations' freight facilities, transport interchanges, and the 
modification of bus routes to improve access to rail stations. (See Brighton's 
transport plan as an example.) 

- help market local rail services by providing easy to read information, 
route maps with fare information, advertising of service changes, clear 
signposting of stations, supply of· contour maps. (The South York PTA provides 
·a model in this respect, as does Hampshire County Council's initiatives for 
the Blackwater Valley.) 

All the above have been undertaken by one or more local authorities and/or by 
Passenger Transport Authorities. They have proved valuable not only for the 
service provided, but as part of a broader traffic strategy to _encourage the use 
of rail. 

38. What will required is the allocation of staff time and a small initial 
budget. We believe every local should d; this, and take regular items 

. on British Rail at their Transport Committees. In addition we propose that 
SEEDS seeks to appoint a rail specialist. It should contribute £3,000 from its 
general funds and seek contributions from the Department of Transport, Network 
South East, SERPLAN,and adjacent County Councils to make up the £17,000 of 
estimated costs. Such an officer should be based at one of the SEEDS authorities, 
but aim to service all the authorities as well as any counties contributing to the 
scheme. S/he would act as a promotor of local authority initiatives with respect 
to British Rail, co-ordinator of existing or to be appointed officers working on 
British Rail, and organiser of an regional forum on British Rail in the 
South East to carry forward the issues raised in this.report. This would be one 
step along a much longer road. 
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But it road which will at some point have to be travelled if the rail network 
iri the. South East is to at its full potential to cope with so rapidly . 
ah expanding demand and. to meet the need for a service th_at improves along with· . 

ratHer thah·funning inversely to it. 

'j 

.· . 
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

National 

1. The tax relief on company cars should be abolished. 

2. Machinery should be established for an integration at the Whitehall level 
of transport policy, employment, and land use and environmental planning. This 
should improve mechanisms to ensure consistency between transport policy, British 
Rail, and regional strategic guidance for the South East . 

. 3. Transport investments should be justified in terms of general strategic ends 
and not the marginal impacts on existing patterns of demand. 

4. The Government should ensure that public.expenditure.on road and rail, both 
investment and revenue support, are assessed on the same and that rail 
investment and government revenue support for British Rail are not restricted 
by purely financially guidelines. 

5. assessment of investments in rail and road should include an assessment 
of the social costs (particularly of road expansion), and of social benefits .. 
The benefits of rail investment will include savings on congestion and other . 

· environmental and health costs incurred in road transport-. 

6. The pricing system of British Rail should take account of the social benefits 
of shifting traffic from road to rail - both of passengers and freight - and from 
this point of view any loss should. be treated as if it were an investment. 

7. Road taxation and pricing systems should ensure that road users pay the full 
direct and indirect costs of road use and investment. 

8. Investment decisions by British Rail should use a 7% discount rate. on the 
flow of social costs and benefits, not on the purely financial ones. 

9. The Government should develop a national freight strategy with a view to 
switching 20% of freight from road to rail by the year 2,000. 

10. The Government should end the law which prevents British Rail from running 
a door-to-door delivery service on freight. 

11. British Rail should be required to draw up, as part of the national freight 
strategy, a detailed plan for transport interchange centres, a programme 
to develop the necessary technology for effective freight interchange, and 
an investment programme to finance such a strategy. 

12. Both the Government and British Rail should ensure that effective freight 
interchange facilities are introduced as part of the Channel Tunnel development. 

13. The Gove.rnment, through the Monopoly and Mergers Commission in the 
first instance, should conduct a three-yearly performance audit of Network 
South East operations, expanding the targets to include train scheduling, 
particularly off-peak schedules and journey times, services and facilities 
designed to meet the needs of particular user groups, equal opportunity 
and health and safety targets, as well as assessments of long-term fare 
movement. and levels of revenue support, in the context of a policy of 
shifting traffic from road to rail. 

14. British Rail should treble the resources devoted to equal opportunities · 
within its own workforce by 1990. 
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15. A ·Public Management should be establjshed to review the 
of aritish Rail, including means of decentralising 

· responsibilities for and innovation. 

h;'. · T.he G'ov.ernment s.hould Bd ti sh Rail to upgrade the· London to 
·Channel Turinel rail lioki to expansionary effects nf .the Tunnel 

oh the kent road network. 

17. The Government should ·retain and make more accessible the Section 8 
capital grant scheme to assist rail freight. 

18. Government should establish elected ·Passenger Transport 
authorities in the South East region in order to integrate the planning 
.and operation of an integrated public transport system. 

19. British.Rail should be required oy law to consult local users on proposed 
service·charges . 

.ZO. The Govern.ment should not proceed with any plan.s to ·pri va_tise. Bi'i tish 
or any bf ils 'cpmponent parts . 

.. fhe should. establish a fund, financed by .iricreased revenue 
from toad. users,. to which local authoritie·s ap'ply: ta.· .improve local. 
rail jointly with BR. Local given 
to thi9 from· 1acal· taxes, including local "tr·ansport tax· as ac·curs 
i.n Europe. 

\ 
\ 
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Where they are not already doing so, local authorities should consider whether 
to undertake the following: 

1. Monitor local rail services to ensure they meet published schedules and 
other agreed regional and local targets. Councils should involve local user 
and community groups in this wotk, with the provision of modest grant finance 
where appropriate. 

2. Establish a Public Transport Liaison Group, inyolving local user and . 
community organisations, trade unions, British Rail and road transport organisations. 

3. Through regular meetings with British Rail; ensure that British Rail 
receive early views.'on proposed alterations.to existing services, including 
changed staffing levels at stations, as well as putting forward alternative 
proposals. 

4·. Establish a three year rolling plan in conjunction with British Rail, 
as a framework for considering council funding for capital and revenue projects, 
including: service subsidies, new routes, additional concessionary fares 
and new facilities at stations, as well as equal opportunity pilot schemes 
within the local area of British Rail. 

5. Prepare a public transport service map including details of transport 
interchange facilities and accessibility for people with disabilities or 
elderly frail people. 

6. Include plans for local rail services in all local plans, as well as 
potential uses for British Rail sites which accord with the aim of expanding 
rail usage. 

7. Publicise, through the Council's employment officers, the Section 8 
grant scheme for rail freight, and any local application, subject 
to its consistency with other Council policies. 

8. Discuss with British Rail schemes for improving rail accessibility for 
people with disabilities, covering such matters as toilets, ramps, lifts, 
textured surfaces, induction loops, and readily available chair facilities. 

9. Undertake studies of the travel needs of particular groups, including 
women, scho.ol children, and the elderly. 

10. Consider joint ticketing schemes with local bus transport, and the 
possibility of including ·reduced rail travel as part of a Town Card scheme. 

11. Use the local authority's own newspaper to publicise changes to rail 
services, and publicise the Council's contribution to rail services, including. 
the concessionary fares schemes. 

12. Assign or appoint a specialist railways officer with the Council to 
pursue the above. 
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. SEEDS 

[DS shouJ cl: 

J. Discuss with SERPLAN and parties the of 
. ,:developing a freight for the East. . ' . ' . . , . . 

... ·. 

,.,·.: 

··,;. '• '' 
.,; 

'z'. _Approach. Network South. East with ·a: v .i'ew .to· eslablishing .in one 'of_. its . . . 
member authorities a pilot p'r.ojeet designed to lirik. locai· capacity for ·pJ,an_ning, 
mcmitoring and customised innovation to th.e operatfons of British 'Rail;. ·, · »:· .""' ;· 

· 3. Consult.with the Department of Trahsport;. si:»uth .. · .. SERPLA'N >--. ,. : · ·.: 
adjacent County Councjls with a view to appoiriting·a··sritish Rail · 

.for the.SEEDS authorities and those counties to Such: . 
an officer 'would be located in one of the SEEDS. member. cou.ncii"s, and. w9uld · 

as set out in the 
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